
Fill in the gaps

Summer Sunshine by The Corrs

I feel it's changing, I stay the same

I'm... a solo cello  (1)______________  a chorus

I've got a secret

It's  (2)________  for me to tell

That you've been  (3)______________  me warm

Just sweet beginnings and bitter endings

In  (4)____________  city, we  (5)________________ 

heaven

Don't give it back

I've  (6)__________  felt so wanted, are you taking me home?

You tell me you have to go...

In the heat of  (7)____________  sunshine

I miss you like  (8)____________  else

In the heat of summer sunshine

I kiss you, and  (9)____________  needs to know

Now that you've left me, there's no returning

I keep comparing, you're  (10)____________  winning

I try to be strong but you'll never be more wanted

Will you make me at home?

Don't  (11)________  me you  (12)________  to go...

In the  (13)________  of summer sunshine

I miss you like  (14)____________  else

In the heat of  (15)____________  sunshine

I kiss you, and  (16)____________  needs to know

To  (17)__________  beginnings and bitter endings

In coffee city, we borrowed heaven

Don't give it back

Winter is coming and I need to stay warm

The heat...

In the heat of summer sunshine

I miss you  (18)________   (19)____________  else

In the heat of summer sunshine

I kiss you, and  (20)____________  knows

In the  (21)________  of summer sunshine

I miss you  (22)________  nobody else

In the heat of  (23)____________  sunshine

I  (24)________  you, and  (25)____________  needs to know

(Sunshine... sunshine... sunshine...)
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. outside

2. time

3. keeping

4. coffee

5. borrowed

6. never

7. summer

8. nobody

9. nobody

10. always

11. tell

12. have

13. heat

14. nobody

15. summer

16. nobody

17. sweet

18. like

19. nobody

20. nobody

21. heat

22. like

23. summer

24. kiss

25. nobody
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